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Abstract:  Wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) ring networks that groom tributary
traffic streams are considered.  To efficiently utilize bandwidth, traffic may be rearranged by
"bridge and roll".  The WDM networks are nonblocking under a nonstatistical traffic model.
Under the model, the amount of traffic over each fiber link is bounded, and the amount of
traffic terminating at each node is bounded.  Ring networks are presented that have
significantly lower numbers of line terminating equipment (LTEs) compared to a ring that has
only opaque nodes.  In one case, the reduction can be as much as 44%.  Bounds on the
number of bridge and rolls to accommodate a new traffic are given.

1.  Introduction

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is the current technology of choice for broadband
networks.  WDM long-haul, transport systems are being deployed due to their low cost per
unit of bandwidth, good quality of service, and very wide bandwidth.  WDM is essentially
frequency division multiplexing of optical signals onto optical fibers, and wavelengths are
equivalent to carrier frequencies (actually, the inverse of carrier frequencies).  The
technology’s capability of providing very wide bandwidths using existing optical fiber
resources make it a good match to meet the exponential growth of the global Internet traffic.

The straight forward approach to apply WDM technology in networks is illustrated in Figure
1.  A fiber-link composed of a pair of counter-propagating fibers carry optical signals at
wavelengths λ1, λ2, ..., λn, where n is the number of wavelengths.  Each wavelength (or more
correctly, the channels at each wavelength) are terminated by opto-electrical (O/E) equipment
known as line terminating equipment (LTE).  The wavelengths function as virtual fibers each
carrying an optical communication signal.  Traffic may be switched electronically between
fiber-links by digital cross-connect systems (DCS) or packet routers.  Figure 1 shows two
network nodes.  Such nodes are referred to as opaque since optical signals do not pass through
them.

Figure 1.  WDM links and opaque nodes.
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A drawback of opaque nodes is that they require many LTEs, which are a major contributor to
equipment cost.  If a node has a significant fraction of transit traffic then LTEs could be
avoided as shown in Figure 2.  The figure has a node k, which terminates some wavelengths
with LTEs but lets the rest pass-through. We refer to the wavelengths that pass-through as the
transit wavelengths for node k, while the wavelengths that terminate at LTEs are referred to as
the local wavelengths for the node.  Transit traffic can use the transit wavelengths, while the
traffic that terminates at the node must use local wavelengths.  We refer to traffic that
terminate at the node as local traffic.  In the figure, λ1 and λ2 are local wavelengths and λ3 and
λ4 are transit wavelengths for the node.  We will refer to this type of node as optical since it
switches optical signals.

Figure 2.  An optical node k.

The advantage of the optical node is less number of LTEs and therefore less equipment cost.
The disadvantage is a loss of switching capability, and potentially less efficient use of
bandwidth.  As an example, consider the case where a traffic stream is to be set up between
two nodes labeled A and B.  Suppose the nodes are opaque.  Then we could set up the stream
if there is bandwidth available on any wavelength in link (A,B).  Now suppose that both nodes
are optical.  In addition, suppose that the wavelengths in (A,B) that terminate at both nodes
with LTEs are completely full of traffic, while the other wavelengths are empty.  Thus, though
there is bandwidth available on (A,B), the traffic stream cannot be set up because there is no
way to switch the traffic to the free bandwidth.

Although optical nodes have less switching capability, bandwidth inefficiencies may be
reduced by intelligently grooming traffic streams at nodes.  In this paper we investigate
network architectures and traffic grooming algorithms.  There are three types of network cost
that will be considered: transmission, bandwidth, and traffic rearrangement cost.
Transmission cost is the number of LTEs in the network.  Bandwidth cost is loss in bandwidth
utilization.  Optical nodes may be less bandwidth efficient than opaque nodes.  This will be
discussed in Section 2.  We will rely on non-statistical traffic models, which are also
described in the section.

We consider networks that allow traffic rearrangement. In practice, rearranging existing traffic
streams are avoided to reduce the chance of disrupting communication service.  However,
rearrangement may lead to better bandwidth efficiencies.  In addition, rearrangement does
occur in practice though often for maintenance purposes such as when replacing or adding
equipment.  One technique of rearrangement is bridge and roll (BR), which is illustrated in
Figure 3.  The "cost" of using BR is that there is a chance that it may fail.  We will describe
BR for our networks in Section 3.  The traffic rearrangement cost is the maximum number of
BRs to make way for a new traffic stream.
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Figure 3.  Three steps of bridge and roll.

In this paper we will focus our attention on WDM ring networks.  Ring topologies are relevant
because the SONET, a telecommunication standard for optical network  transmission, is ring
oriented.   In Section 3, we will describe a simple WDM ring network that is as bandwidth
efficient as a fully opaque network but with significantly less LTEs.  The network does
rearrange existing traffic, and in the section we present bounds on the number of
rearrangements.

In Section 4 we describe a hierarchical WDM ring network, which is a generalized version of
the simple WDM ring.  In certain cases, it leads to a further reduction in LTEs but with more
traffic rearrangement cost.   The hierarchical ring network has been presented in [1][5] but for
a different traffic model than we consider in Section 2.  In [1][5] we considered traffic streams
that could arrive at any time but never depart.  This models high speed connections that have
long lifetimes.  We leave our concluding remarks in Section 5.

For the remainder of this introduction, we note that there has been recent work on traffic
grooming on WDM ring networks (for surveys see [3][4]).  The majority of the work has been
on static traffic.  There has been work on non-statistical dynamic traffic models for  both
unidirectional and bidirectional rings.   In addition, traffic rearrangment has been considered
for WDM networks, but the traffic are lightpaths rather than tributary traffic streams [2].  We
believe our contribution is the first to consider bridge and roll rearrangement of dynamic
tributary traffic under nonstatistical traffic assumptions.

2.  Network and Traffic Models

The network has a ring topology as shown in Figure 4.  The number of nodes is denoted by m,
and the nodes are numbered 0, 1, ..., m−1.  The number of wavelengths are denoted by n, and
the wavelengths are denoted λ1, λ2, ..., λn.   Each wavelength corresponds to a bidirectional
channel.  All wavelengths have the same bit rate which we denote by B.  For example, B could
be 2.5 Gbps (OC-48) or 10 Gbps (OC-192).

Figure 4.  A ring network with fiber-links.

The traffic is composed of tributary traffic streams, which we refer to as tributary
connections.  The connections are bidirectional and have constant bit rates (CBR).  All
connections have a common bit rate b.  We assume that b divides B, and let g denote B/b.
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Thus, g tributary connections can be carried on a wavelength.  For example, if B = 2.5 Gbps
(OC-48) and b = 155 Mbps (OC-3) then g = 16.

Our traffic model is dynamic so that tributary connections can arrive and depart at arbitrary
times.  We assume that when a tributary connection arrives to be set-up, it already has the
route of the links it will traverse.  In addition, we assume that for any link, the number of
tributary connections for the link at any time is at most gL, where L is an integer parameter.
We will refer to this traffic as the Link Constrained (LC) Model.

Notice that if the ring network has n = L wavelengths and is fully opaque (i.e., all nodes are
opaque) then we can always set up an arriving tributary connection, i.e., there is no blocking.
In addition, if there are less than L wavelengths then the fully opaque ring can have blocking.
Thus, L is the minimum number of wavelengths for a fully opaque network to support traffic
under the LC Model.

Also note that if a ring network with L wavelengths can support the LC Traffic Model then it
is necessarily fully opaque.  To see this, consider the traffic set where between every pair of
adjacent nodes there are gL  tributary connections.  Then all fiber-links will be filled with
one-hop tributary connections which implies that all their wavelengths must be terminated by
LTEs.

Therefore, to make this study more interesting we add the following parameters and
constraints to the traffic model.  For each node i, we have an integer parameter t(i).  We have
the constraint that the number of tributary connections that can terminate at node i through
any of its incident links is at most )(itg × .  We refer to the constraint as the node capacity
constraint.  Note if there are less than 2t(i) LTEs at node I  then it is possible to get blocking
of an arriving tributary connection that terminates at node i.  Thus, 2t(i) is a lower bound on
the number of LTEs to insure no blocking.  We refer to the traffic model with the additional
node capacity constraint as the Link and Node Constrained (LNC) Model.

In subsequent sections, we will describe WDM ring networks that support traffic under the
LNC Model.  The networks have n = L wavelengths, so they are as bandwidth efficient as a
fully opaque ring.  To support traffic under the LNC Model, the networks allow traffic
rearrangement.  Figure 5 illustrates why this is necessary.  The figure shows the evolution of
tributary connections through an optical node in a ring network.  Figure 5(b) shows all
wavelengths filled with transit tributary connections.  Then the tributary connections that use
wavelengths λ3 and λ4 terminate leaving the wavelengths empty as shown in Figure 5(c).
Now bandwidth is available at these empty wavelengths but a tributary connection cannot be
set up from node k because it has no LTEs at those wavelengths.  Thus, there is blocking, i.e.,
the network cannot support LNC traffic.  However, we can make room for a new connection
if we can move the existing connections in {λ1, λ2} to {λ3, λ4}.

3.  A Simple WDM Ring With Bridge and Roll

We will describe a ring network which we refer to as the simple WDM ring.  It has n = L
wavelengths.  For simplicity, assume that the number of nodes m is even, the odd numbered
nodes are opaque, and the even numbered nodes are optical.  An example of an optical node is
shown in Figure 2, where the node k has t(k) = 2.  At optical node k, its local wavelengths are
λ1, λ2, ..., λt(k), and thus they are terminated by LTEs.



We consider a method of rearranging existing connections called bridge-and-roll (BR).  As
shown in Figure 3, BR moves a connection by first finding a path of free bandwidth which we
call the alternate path.  Then the signal is copied to both the primary and alternate paths.
Finally, the signal on the primary path is terminated, and now the connection has completed
its migration to the alternate path.  This is similar to 1+1 protection switching.  More
generally, BR is shown in Figure 6(a).  Here, the alternate path overlaps the primary path
except at one section, which we refer to as the switchover section.   Thus, the bridge and roll
is really done over the switchover section.  Each BR has some risk of failing.  Thus, they
should be minimized to reduce the likelihood of service disruption.   Note that the BR we
consider for the simple WDM ring have primary and alternate paths that use the same fiber
links.  The paths correspond to paths of WDM channels over the fiber-links.

Figure 5.  (a)  An empty optical node k.  (b)  Transit traffic fills the node.  (c)  Transit
traffic leaves λλ1 and λ λ2.

Figure 6.  Bridge and roll.

Figure 6(b) shows a more general form of switching from a primary path to an alternate path.
There are a multiple k switchover sections, where in this case k = 3.  We do not consider this
further since such a BR can be implemented with k ordinary BRs, where the first BR is over
the first switchover section, the second BR is over the second switchover section, and so forth.

The next lemma has a bound on the number of BRs required to set up a tributary connection.

Proposition 3.1.  Consider the simple WDM ring and traffic model LNC.  Setting up a
tributary connection c requires at most q BRs, where q is the number of end nodes of the
connection that are optical.  Since q is at most 2, the number of BRs to accomodate a new
tributary connection is at most 2.

Proof.  Let the path of the connection be the sequence of nodes (u1, u2,..., up), where p denotes
the number of nodes on the path.  First, we will prove the proposition for the case when q = 0.
Note that the path is made up of sections, where a section is an optical node uk+1 surrounded
by opaque nodes uk and uk+2.  We will show that we can set up c through such a section.
Since we are about to set up c through the section and c contributes to traffic load on links, the
LNC Model implies there must be free bandwidth on links of the section.  If there is free
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bandwidth on a transit wavelength (for uk+1) then we can set up c through that wavelength.  If
all transit wavelengths are full then there must be free bandwidth on the local wavelengths
(for uk+1).  Then we can set up c through the free bandwidth by cross-connecting through  uk+1.
Since we can set up c through each section and the sections are connected by opaque nodes,
connection c can be set up. Thus, the proposition is true when q  = 0.

Consider the case when q = 1, and without loss of generality let u1 be the optical node.  Since
c adds to the load, the LNC Model implies there is free bandwidth on link (u1,u2).  If there is
free bandwidth on a local wavelength (for u1) then we can set up c through it.  Then to set up c
from the opaque node u2 along the rest of the path of c to up is the same as case q = 0.  Thus,
we can set up c along the rest of the path.  If there is no free bandwidth on the t(uk) local
wavelengths then because of the node capacity constraint of the LNC Model there must be
transit traffic on the local wavelengths.  In addition, there must be a transit wavelength with
free bandwidth.  Then we can BR an existing transit connection as shown in Figure 7 from the
local to transit wavelengths.  Then we can set up c.

The last case is q = 2.  It is similar to case 1 except that you may have to BR at both end
nodes.  Q.E.D.

Figure 7.  Bridge and roll to free bandwidth on a local wavelength for u1

Let T  be a collection of tributary connections that arrive and depart at arbitrary times but
satisfy the LNC constraint.  Let MT denote the average number of BRs per new tributary
connection for  T.  Let Mmax  denote the maximum (more precisely supremum) of MT  over all
possible traffic sets T.

Proposition 3.2.  For a simple WDM ring network with at least 6 nodes, Mmax  is at least 2/3.

Proof.  Since the network has at least six nodes, it has a section of 5 nodes as shown in Figure
8.  We will describe a traffic that achieves the lower bound of Mmax.  First we have an arrival
of tributary connections for node pair {1,3} and node pair {3,5} until the wavelengths are
filled.  The resulting traffic configuration will be called the "full state".  Then there is the
following set of arrivals and deletions of connections.  First, a connection is deleted between
the pair {1,3} at λ3,  and another connection is deleted between node pair {3,5} at λ3.  Then a
connection arrives between node pair {2,4}.  This causes two BRs to make way for the new
connection.  One of the BRs moves a connection between node pair {1,3} on local wavelength
λ1 to wavelength  λ3, and the other BR moves a connection between node pair {3,5} on local
wavelength λ1 to wavelength  λ3.  Next the connection that just arrived is deleted.  Then two
connections arrive, one between {1,3} and the other between {3,5}.  This leaves the
wavelengths completely filled, and we are now back to the "full state".  The set of arrivals and
deletions are then repeated forever.
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Notice that each set of arrivals and deletions has 3 arrivals and 2 BRs.  Thus the traffic set has
on average 2 BRs for every 3 arrivals.  Q.E.D.

Figure 8.  A section of the ring of 5 nodes.

We now compare costs with the fully opaque ring.  First we consider bandwidth cost.  Notice
that a fully opaque ring network requires L wavelengths to support traffic under the LNC
Traffic Model.  Since the simple WDM ring uses the same number of wavelengths and does
not block any new connection, it is as bandwidth efficient as a fully opaque ring.

Next, we consider the traffic rearrangement cost.  Proposition 3.1 implies the simple WDM
ring has at most 2 BRs per tributary connection, and Proposition 3.2 implies that on average
the number of BRs per tributary connection can be at least 2/3.  On the other hand, there are
no traffic rearrangement costs for the fully opaque ring.

Finally, we consider transmission cost.  To determine the number of LTEs for the ring
networks, we needed to choose values for L and t( ) of the LNC traffic model.  Our values for
these parameters were chosen under the assumption of a uniform traffic matrix and that
tributary connections follow shortest hop paths.  In particular, each node pair was assumed to
have the same number  y of tributary connections.  To determine the value of L, we first
compute the average number of virtual connections over a link.  This is ( )( )yhm 12/1 − , where

h is the average number of hops per connection. Thus, 
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=

g

yhm
L

2

)1(
.  For each node k, the

number of connections terminating at the node is ym )1( − , where half come through one

incident link and the other half come through the other incident link.  Thus, t(k) = τ, where

 gmy 2/=τ .  We shall refer to these parameters for the LNC traffic model as the uniform

traffic parameters.  We consider two values for the number of nodes, m = 8 and 16.  In
addition, we are interested in values of y that result in the number of wavelengths being 32
and 64, i.e., L = 32 or 64.  For m = 8, this corresponds to τ = 16 and 32, respectively.  For m =
16, this corresponds to τ = 8 and 16, respectively.

The average number of LTEs per node for a fully opaque ring is 2L.  The average number of
LTEs per node for the simple WDM ring is L + τ.  The following table has the average
number of LTEs per node for m = 8 and 16 and L = 32 and 64.  Note that for m = 8, the simple
optical ring has 25% less LTEs than fully opaque.  For m = 16, simple optical ring has 37.5%
less LTEs than fully opaque.
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Parameters
Avg # LTEs/node
fully opaque ring

Avg # LTEs/node
simple WDM ring

m =  8     L = 32 64 48
m =  8     L = 64 128 96
m = 16    L = 32 64 40
m = 16    L = 64 128 80

4.  A Hierarchical WDM Ring

We consider a generalization of the simple WDM ring that has less LTEs in some cases, but at
the expense of increasing the number of BRs. We will refer to this as the hierarchical WDM
ring.

Before describing the hierarchical WDM ring, we will revisit the simple WDM ring.  The
simple ring is composed of sections, where the boundaries of the sections are the opaque
nodes.  A section consists of an optical node between two opaque nodes.  We can generalize a
section so that it is composed of any number of consecutive optical nodes between two
opaque nodes as shown in Figure 9.  The figure shows a section with three optical nodes k+1,
k+2, and k+3 between two opaque nodes k and k+4.  The optical nodes are also referred to as
intermediate nodes.  For the section, the local wavelengths are defined to be λ1, λ2, ..., λr,
where ∑ ∈

=
Ij

jtr )(  and I is the set of intermediate nodes.  In the figure, I = {k+1, k+2, k+3}.

The other wavelengths are the transit wavelengths.  At the optical nodes, there are LTEs at
local wavelengths, but not at transit wavelengths.  All tributary connections that terminate at
an intermediate node is referred to as local for the section, and all other connections are
referred to as transit.

Figure 9.  A section of a ring.

We have the following properties for a section.  Suppose we are to set up a new tributary
connection c through the section.  Note that due to the LNC traffic model, there must be free
bandwidth along the links.  There are two cases to consider.

• Case 5.1:  The connection c goes through the section, from opaque node to opaque node.
Since the connection traverses the section, there must be free bandwidth on all links of the
section.  If there is free bandwidth on some transit wavelength then the connection can use
the wavelength.  If not then there must be free bandwidth on local wavelengths on all
links.  The free bandwidth on the local wavelengths can be cross-connected to support the
connection c.

• Case 5.2:  The connection c terminates at one or more of the intermediate optical nodes.
We consider two subcases.  The first subcase is when there is free bandwidth on local
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wavelengths along the path of connection c.  Then the connection can be set up on this
free bandwidth.    The other subcase is when some link e along the path does not have free
bandwidth on a local wavelength.  There are two facts to consider.
§ The link e must have free bandwidth on a transit wavelength λj.  Since the wavelength

is transit (i.e., no cross-connection at the intermediate optical nodes), there must be
free bandwidth on this wavelength across the section.

§ Note that the number of local wavelengths on e is r.  Also note that this is sufficient to
carry the maximum number of local connections on e.  Since e has no free bandwidth
on a local wavelength, it must have at least one transit connection c* on a local
wavelength.

The connection c* can be BR'd to the transit wavelength λj.  This will free up bandwidth
at the local wavelengths for c, and then c can be set up.

We just described how to set up a connection through individual sections.  Essentially, this
describes how to set up a connection through the network because the sections are connected
by opaque nodes, that can cross-connect bandwidth in any pair of wavelengths.  The two cases
imply the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1.  Consider the simple WDM ring but with the generalization of sections.
Assume traffic model LNC.  Then setting up a tributary connection c requires at most q BRs,
where q is the number sections that has an end node of c as an intermediate (optical) node.
Since q can be at most 2, the number of BRs for c is at most 2.

Consider the section of Figure 9 again.  Ignore the transit wavelengths and only consider the r
local wavelengths.  They support all traffic under the LNC Model except that the link capacity
constraint is now gr × .   Notice that the intermediate nodes are all opaque.  Thus, we can
reduce the LTEs by replacing some of the opaque nodes with optical nodes just as we did for
the simple WDM ring.  This is shown in Figure 10.  Notice that the section is made up of
two subsections.  The subsections have a border node that behaves like an optical node if we
ignore the transit wavelengths.  In the figure, the border node is k+2.  Thus, the border node
has LTEs at all the r local wavelengths for the section.

We will refer to a section as a level-1 section, and a subsection as a level-2 section.  We will
refer to the ring network with these sections as a hierarchical WDM ring.

Figure 10.  A level-1 section with two level-2 sections.

Proposition 4.2.  Consider the hierarchical WDM ring.  Assume the traffic model is LNC.
Then setting up a tributary connection c requires at most q BRs, where q is the number of
level-1 and level-2 sections that have an end node of c as an intermediate node.  Since q is at
most 4, the number of BRs to accommodate the tributary connection is at most 4.
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Proof.  From Case 5.1, a BR will not occur in a level-1 or level-2 section if the connection c is
passing through it.  From Case 5.2, at most one BR occurs for a level-1 section if the
connection c terminates in one of its intermediate nodes.  In addition, if the connection also
terminates in a level-2 section then at most one additional BR occurs for the level-2 section.
Thus, the proposition is true.  Q.E.D.

We will now compare LTE cost for the fully opaque ring, simple WDM ring, and hierarchical
WDM ring when the number of nodes m = 16.   For this case, the hierarchical WDM ring was
divided into four level-1 sections, each with 3 intermediate nodes.  Each level-1 section was
composed of two level-2 sections, each with 1 intermediate node.  Thus, a level-1 section was
structured like Figure 10.

We will use the uniform traffic parameter values for LNC traffic.  In particular, the parameters
are L = 32 (τ = 8) and 64 (τ = 16).  The following table shows the average number of LTEs
per node.  Simple WDM rings have 37.5% less LTEs than fully opaque. Hierarchical WDM
rings have 44% less LTEs than fully opaque.

Avg. # LTEs/node
fully opaque ring

Avg. # LTEs/node
simple WDM  ring

Avg. # LTEs/node
hierarchical ring

L = 32 64 40 36
L = 64 128 80 72

5.  Final Remarks

We considered WDM ring networks called the simple WDM ring and the hierarchical WDM
ring.  They are as bandwidth efficient as fully opaque rings for the LNC Traffic Model.  They
were shown to require significantly less number of LTEs for a particular collection of LNC
Traffic Model parameters.  We believe the parameters are reasonable since they reflect a
uniform traffic pattern.  For the case of large rings with 16 nodes, the WDM rings can have
44% less LTEs than a fully opaque network.  The drawback of these ring networks is that they
require traffic rearrangement.  We gave an example that showed that rearrangement is
necessary because the bandwidth efficiency is high.  For the hierarchical WDM rings with 16
nodes, the reduction in LTEs can be 44% but the maximum number of BRs per new tributary
connection is 4.  For simple WDM rings with 16 nodes, the reduction in LTEs can be 37.5%
but the maximum number of BRs per new tributary connection is 2.  Though the hierarchical
WDM ring provides better LTE reduction, the simple WDM ring may be the best compromise
between reducing LTEs and minimizing BRs.
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